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Let IT(G) be the set of paths of a particular class I7 from the initial to the terminal root of a 
two-rooted (possibly directed) graph G. We consider the family of !&weights defined by 
B(G) = c (-l)l’t’l+’ 
II’ETI,(G) 
where Z&(G) is the family of subsets of IL(G) which cover x(G), the vertex set or the edge (arc) 
set of G. 
A number of the common properties and interrelations of these weights are discussed. Some 
of the weights have been considered previously, [l, 21, in the context of percolation theory but 
here only combinatorial arguments are used. 
Certain of the B-weights defined in the abstract arise naturally in the context of 
percolation theory. They enter as the weights to be attached to the subgraphs in 
the calculation of the pair-connectedness of a graph, [l]. 
In the ‘bond problem’, where the edges E of a two-rooted graph G are open 
independent!y with probability p, the probability of a path of open edges from the 
initial to the terminal root is 
P(p, G) = c d(G,l)p’““. 
E’cE 
(l-1) 
Here GE’ is the graph induced by the subset of edges E’ and the weak d-weight 
d(G) is 9(G) with x = E and II = S, the set of self-avoiding paths from the initial 
root i to the terminal root j. The corresponding problem for directed graphs has 
also been considered [2]. In this case (1.1) is valid with E replaced by the arc set 
A and d replaced by the directed weak d-weight d(G), where 6(G) is equal to 
9(G) with x: = A and II= s, the set of self-avoiding paths which follow the 
directions of the arcs. The R-weights are unique in that they take only the values 
*l or 0, [2]. 
The strong D-weight D(G) is defined to be 9(G) with x = V and II = S. These 
weights arise in the site percolation problem where each vertex may be used as 
part, of a path with probability 3. The directed version of these weights, the 
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I)-weights, are considereti here for the first time. It will be shown that the D and 
a-weights may also be obtained by taking x = V and I7 = IV, the neighbour- 
avoiding paths from i to j. These are paths n from i to j such that all edges of G 
which do not belong to a multi-edge and which have both vertices in V(n) must 
belong to n. 
Clearly N E S. In the directed case, for n E 13 the arcs of G having both vertices 
in V(n) are only required to be in n if they are directed parallel to n (an 
anti-parallel arc is one having its initial vertex occurring after its terminal vertex 
as the path is followed). 
It has been shown [ 2) that if G is coverable by paths from i to j, then d(G) = 0 
if and only if G is cyclic. In any other case 
(1.2) 
where fii = IE(G)( - 1 V(G)] + 2, the maximal number of independent paths from i 
to j. It was hoped that the 6weights would hhve maximum modulus unity, 
however 
The d-weights are of interest in pure graph theory since they depend only on 
t Se topology of the graph (vertices of degree two are irrelevant) and are related to 
the (J-invariant of Crapo, [4]. Thus if Gcl is the graph derived from G by including 
an extra edge connecting the roots and then treating the roots as ordinary vertices 
/N&J = Id(G (1.3) 
Tht: graph G,, may of course be the derived graph of more than one G but the 
p :III\.L I a mt is an intrinsic property of the graph Gti having the same value for all 
fwo-rooLcd graphs G irnrz which G,, may be derived. 
Previous treatments [I, 21 of B-weights have rc!ied on probability arguments; 
here the development will use only combinatorial methods. 
2. Alternative formulations of the Cbweights 
The path fonm&ztion of the B-weight given in the abstract is often less useful 
than the alternative we shall now develop. 
Let !.! be a two-rooted graph with roots at i and j and let x be either its vertex 
or its cc!ge set (arc set in the directed case). The subset X’ of x generates a 
suhgranh G,e of H which has elements x’, together with its incident dual 
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elements. [The vertices and edges (arcs) of a (directed) graph are said to be dual 
with respect o each other. An edge or arc is incident with a vertex set if both its 
vertices are contained therein]. 
Let I?(?) be the set of paths of type I7 from i te j on G,# (the paths mu& 
follow the orientation of the arcs in the directed case and when x refers to vertices 
II is empty unless x’ contains i and j). Define 
6(x’, II) - c (-1)‘“” 
rl’c If (x’) 
so that 
8(x’, I-l) = 
t 
1 if n(x’)=@, 
0 if II(x’)#@ 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
and will therefore be known as the disco,mectedness indicator. 
2.1. Lemma. If (Cl), then the weight 9(x’, l7) has the alternative form 
c (_ 1)lX’\X”l W’, W, for x’ # 8, 
X”‘YX 
-1 for x’ = $3, 
dzere y = 1-S is the connectedness indicator. The condition (Cl) is 
C(x)‘, x’, II) = C(x”, x”, II), for x”c x’, 
wttere 
C(x”, x’, II) A {Wc, II 1 x(m) = x”}. (2.4 
Proof. We can express 6(x’, II) as a sum over subsets of x’ and to this end we 
define 
x(11’) = u x(p) 
PEll’ 
where x(p) is the set of elements of type x in the path p. Using (2.1) and (2.4) 
6(x’, II) = c c (-1)‘“” 
x”Cx’ II’EC(X”.X’.ll) 
Naw assuming Cl we obtain 
8(x’, II) = c c (-1)““’ 
X”EX II’ECYX” rl). 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
with the relabelling C(x”, II) for C(x)‘, x”, IQ. Thus the second sum is now 
independent of x’ and 
where 
Note 9(& II) = - 1. 
Equation (2.7) may be ransformed using Mobius inversion, [6], to yield the 
element formulation 
9(x’, n) = - c (-l)l*““““‘~(x”, n) (2.8) 
x”Ex’ 
The result now follows by substitution of 8 by 1 - y. 
We now give a condition equivalent to Cl which is easier to check for the 
various cases which arise. 
2.2. Lemma. The condition C2: 
PE n(x”) H p E II and p s Gxpf for x”c x’, 
is equivalent to Cl. 
Proof. This is straightforward and the details are omitted. 
We now check C2 and hence Cl for the following special cases 
A: x=E, 77 = N, 
B: x=V, 77 = N, 
C: x=E, l7=S, 
D: x=v, 17 = s. 
The corresponding directed cases will be denoted by A etc., and for these E 
represents the arc set and N and S are replaced by N and S. 
A and .i. C2 fails by :,nsidering _ 
1 2 
H=i 0 3 j 
4 5 
with E’ = { 1,2,3,4,5} and E” = { 1,3,5}, because (1,3,5}~ KI(E”) and 
(1,X 5) +! 17(E’). This counterexample is also good for the undirected case. 
B and I% C2 follows by construction of GUP and G,.# since V”C, V’ and all edges 
(arcs) in G,.*# are also in G+ For h replace R by fl. 
In cases C and D, where II = S, for any subgraph G” of 6’ we have 
pus H pcS(G’) and pcG’. 
and ?? is a special case of this result. 
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3. The B-weights of a graph 
In the previous section we defined the B-weight for a subset of the elements x 
of the graph If by (2.7) and showed that, subject to Cl, (2.8) is an equivalent 
formula. It is clear from (2.8) that, given n, 9(x’, n) depends only on the graph 
G,# generated by x’ and not on the part of H which is outside GXf. Also since 
N(x”)c S(P) and S(P) # 8 3 N(x”) # 0, 
6(x”, S) = 6(x”, N) for x”c x’ (3.1) 
with a similar result in the directed case; when considering only II = S or N we 
may therefore abbreviate to 6(x”). Thus subject to Cl 
9(x’, S) = 9(x’, N). (3.2) 
For a two-rooted graph G, let x(G) and II(G) be its elements of type x and its 
paths of type Lf respectively and define 
n,(G) = (n’s n(G) 1 x(L!‘) = x(G)) (3.3) 
We may then define its four different B-weights by 
d(q) = 1 (-l)lrr’l+l = _ c (_l)lE’“‘\“‘iq~‘) 
II’ESf;.(G) E’zE(G) 
D(G) = 




The second form of each definition is valid since Cl holds for x = E, j7 = S and 
x = V, 27 = N respectively. By virtue of (3.2) and the fact that Cl holds for x = V, 
n = S, we may also write 
D(G) = c (-l)‘““+‘. (3.6) 
II’ES~(G) 
Similar formulae define 6(G) and B(G) by replacing S by S etc. In referring to 
the four weights collectively we shall use 9(G) for which the general formulae are 
B(G) = 1 (_p’l+’ = _ c (.-l)lx(G)\~‘~~(~‘). (3.7) 
x’sx(G) 
The weights d(G) and B(G) may be referred to collectively by s(G). 
4. Rules relating Sweights 
We derive rules by which the B-weight of a graph may be expressed in terms of 
the ‘&weights of smaller graphs. These rules are clearly useful in proofs by 
induction, as in [2], and also for computation. Here we assume that Cl is satis5ed 
and restrict to n = S or N so that by (3.1) the argument n may be dropped from 
9(x, H). 
The proofs of the following three lemmas are left to the reader. 
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4.1. Lemma. (The product rule for graphs with a cut vertex). Suppose the graph 6; 
has a cut vertex which divides it into two subgraphs G, and G,; then 
B(G) =B(G,) l WG,). (4.1) 
42. Lemma. (The product rule for parallel graphs). Suppose that the graph G may 
be divided into two subzraphs G, and G2 such that any path between the roots i and 
j lies wholly within G, or G,. Then for the weak %-weights, 
9(G) = -WG,) l 9(G,). (4 .2r 
4.3. Lemma. (‘The loop rule.) The addition of a loop [i, i] to a graph G leaves the 
strong Q-weights unchanged, but makes the weak B-weights zero. 
It has been shown, [Ii 2, S], that the weak Q-weights satisfy a rule B(G) = 
S( G,) - 9( GA) where G, and GS are obtained from G by contracting and deleting 
anv edge u (#[i, j]). For the directed case a further restriction was the require- 
ment that the arc u must be incident out of i or into j. 
We now obtain a similar result for strong B-weights by letting GY be the graph 
(obtained by contracting an edge [k. u] incident with u, (that is the edge [k, u] is 
#deleted, other edges [I, u] incident with u are replaced by [1, k] and u is deleted 
from the vertex set), and G5 be the graph obtained by deleting vertex u. 
4.4. Lemma. (The deletion-contraction rule.) For any two-rooted graph G. 
ax, 11) = 9(x,, n) ---9(x,, 27) 
providing 
y(X’) = y(x$ for x’c x, 
(4.4) 
(C3) 
where x’, = x’( b,). 
Prr~of. From ( 2.3), 
g(G) = 1 (-1)‘” “‘ly(x’) + c (-l)l”‘““y(x’). (4.5) 
x c x 
u c x ‘ 
Defining x’ = x’(G,) and xk = x’(G,) we see there is an obvious correspondence, 
by inclusion, between the subsets involved in the two sums of (4.5) and the 
subsets x I. xk of x,, x, respectively. Also ib is clear that y(x’) = y(xk) when u$ x’. 
Therefore by replacing y(Y) by y(xk) in t’llli: first summation of (4.5) the result 
follows. 
Remark. It is easy to find examples of failure of C3 in the directed and 
undirected vertex case. We can combine the sufficient conditions for C3 to hold 
for all thse various cases in the following result. 
4.5. LemBqa. For a directed graph G, with x = E or Y, or an undirected graph with 
x = V, thfl condition C3 holds if the contracted edge e is adjacent to a root point and 
if in the directed case the edge 
restrictions on the choice of the 
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is directed out of i or into j. If x = E there are no 
edge e when G is undirected. 
Proofi. For the case x = E we observe that y(x’) = 1 trivially implies that y(xQ = 
1. Conversely if y(x’) = 1 then there is a path p,, in x’ and the natural inclusion 
i : xt + x’ of xt in x’ may induce a path p = i(p,). If not then p U(e) forms a path 
in x’ in the undirected case (since the hypothesis of C3 ensures that e E x’). If the 
graph is directed the conditions on e ensure that i(pJ U {e) forms a directed path. 
It follows that y(x’) = 1. 
NOW let x = V. The hypothesis of C3 ensures that the vertex u E x’, and that 
[k, u] is the edge to be contracted. The above constraints imply that k is a root 
point and that u is an adjacent vertex. Let y(x’) = 1; then a path p in ‘x’ will exist 
which may or may not contain the vertex u. In the former caLF: p clearly contracts 
to form a path on XI if [k, u] is an edge of p or the path composition of a loop at k 
together with a path on XI. Clearly r(xt) = 1. In the latter case u$ x(p) and so p is 
invariant under contraction and therefore p is a path on xk. Thus we have shown 
that y(x’) = 13 y(x\) = 1. Now suppose y(xQ I= 1; then there is a path p,, on x$ 
Comider its inclusion i(p,) in x’ which may be a (directed) path in x’. If not, then 
the terminal vertices are u and a root point (f k). Clearly we can now construct a 
path by adding [k, u] to i(p,). Moreover the orientation of [k, u] is defined so that 
a path exists in the directed case. 
Th< condition C3 holds in a more general situation when x = E. This property is 
needed to prove the edge-replacement rule, (see below). Consider a two-rooted 
graph G, which has a subgraph G,, with two-point contact in G at the roots of G,,. 
Let x(G) = x and x(GJ = x0. Then C3 holds for x if we carry out contractions and 
deletions on x0 at its root points in the usual way. So we may assume that xc is 
obtained from x’, x’ C_ x, by contraction of an edge e of G,, where the contraction 
of edge e in G,, satisfies C3. Before considering the edge-replacement rule we 
need the following lemma. 
4.6. Lemma. (The multi-edge rule.) Let G’ be a graph constructed from G by 
adding an edge $rc) a which is parallel, with tht: same orientation in the directed 
case, to an edge (arc) of G thereby forming a multi-edge (arc). Then the 
strong-weights are equal for G and G’ and the weak-weights difler only in sig:~ 
Proof. The arguments for D and fi follow straight from the definitions in Section 
3. For the weak-weights E’ = E(G’) = E U a, and so by (2.3) 
d(G’)= C JI+(E’)(-~)‘““~‘+ C y,(E’U a)(-l)IE’E’l 
E’GE E’cE 
= - C y(E’)(-l)l”E’l+ 1 r+(E’U a)(_1 jlt‘"' E’I 
E’cE E’EE-a 
+y(E’ U a U z)(_l)IE\(E’Uti )I (4.6) 
Where ti is the edge parallel to u. Now y+(E’UnUii)=y,(E’Ua) so that the 
second\ summation is zero and therefore R(G ‘) = -d(G). The same rrtpumeqts 
holds for d. 
We can now obtain the result: 
S,(G) = 91tJ) s 9(G,,r (4.7) 
Proof. The graph G,, has two-point contact in G and we may assume that the 
edges E,, of G,, are R(G)-c~\-~rable since othenvi,se 9(G,,) =9(G) =O and the 
result follows trivially. Also the trivial situation of G,, being w parallel graph may 
he excluded. Therefore WC can apply thL dclction-~nttact~~l~ rule to an edge u d 
G,, incident with i,, which is not Ii,,. j{,l. ‘l’?luh 9!(G) =9(Q) -9(G,) and assuming 
(4.7) holds for G, and G,$ WC have 
9(G) =9(H). (%G,,)-9(G,,J, 
by using Lemma 4.4 and hence (4.7) is true for G. But G,,+ and G,,& also have 
two-point contact in G and so the argument may be repeated. This reduction 
process will result in the inscrtcd graph bc:~ming a multi-edge to which we can 
apply L43rma 4.6. 
Remark. The result fails for D-weights since a farther reduction is possible. For 
example. suppose that at some stage a graph arises such that G,, is the Z-chain 
[i,,. I, j,,]. then dclction nf the vcrtch I Icads to a graph for which (4.7) dots not 
hold true. 
There arc also relations between ?&weights of different types. The weak-strong 
rclatioris arc: 
&I(G) = 2: tl(G’b. d(G)= r] li(G’) (4.8) 
I:‘9 51t.1 I-', fl\'l 
where 8(V) is the set of all subsets of E haking incident vertexset V. There is also a 
weak-weight direct&undirected relation. [Z]. 
d(G)= 1 d(H) 
Iic at<;1 
where d(G) is the set of all directings of G, 
5. Percolation theory 
Cokder the two-rooted graph G and suppose that each element u E x has 
probability I -p,, of being deleted independently of all other clemcnts, The 
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probability that there is no path of type II farm i to j is 
cqG)= c 8(x’. n,n &,fl (3 -p,,) 
X’GXKli UC xs ,‘F P’ 
when 3 -x(Cl)\x’. Expanding the second product 
= - r: 9(x”, II) fl p,, 
X-C Uw3) ttt x* 
whm we have u sed (2.11) and the empty product mrresponding to x”= 9 has the 
value unity. The pair mnneckdness [I] pii = I - C-Iii is given by 
